20TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION PEACE DAY

SATURDAY 21 SEPTEMBER 2019
SHAKESPEARE’S GLOBE THEATRE, LONDON
LIVE STREAMED VIA THE PEACE ONE DAY YOUTUBE CHANNEL
DAY EVENTS AT THE SAM WANAMAKER PLAYHOUSE
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC, LIVE STREAMED VIA THE PEACE ONE DAY YOUTUBE CHANNEL

11.30 – 12.30
PANEL: TAKE A STAND: SAY NO TO SEXISM AND HARASSMENT
Say No to Sexism and Harassment is sponsored by Avon
INTRODUCTION BY: JEREMY GILLEY
HOSTED BY: MARJA RUOTANEN & JULIET RYLANCE
Marja is a Director of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
LILIANE MAURY PASQUIER,
President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
RT HON PATRICIA SCOTLAND QC,
Commonwealth Secretary-General
WILL GARDNER OBE,
CEO of Childnet & a Director of the UK Safer Internet Centre
DR SHOLA MOS-SHOGBAMIMU,
Lawyer & Political & Women’s Rights Activist
JAN ZIJDERVELD, Chief Executive Officer of Avon

13.00 – 14.00
PANEL: CYBER NON-VIOLENCE
INTRODUCTION BY: JEREMY GILLEY
HOSTED BY: JEREMY GILLEY & EMILY CHERRY
Emily is the Consulting and Strategic Advisor to Peace One Day
JUDITH CUNNINGHAM,
Founder & Chief Strategy Officer of Montessori Model UN & Youth Impact Forum
LORIN LAFAVE,
Founder & Head of Education & External Affairs, The Breck Foundation
INNAR LIIV,
Associate Professor of Data Science at Tallinn University of Technology, Research Associate at Oxford University’s Centre for Technology and Global Affairs & Affiliated Expert at the Foresight Centre at the Parliament of Estonia
ASHA PARKINSON, Founder, Voices Beyond Divisions
PEACE DAY ACTION, SIX CONTINENTS

THROUGHOUT THE DAY WE WILL BE BROADCASTING MESSAGES DISPLAYING PEOPLES’ COMMITMENTS TO PEACE DAY FROM THE 6 CONTINENTS, TURNING THE EVENT INTO AN ULTIMATE GLOBAL EXPERIENCE!

‘WORDS OF PEACE’

15:30 – 16:45

INTRODUCTION BY: JEREMY GILLEY
PERFORMING: SIR MARK RYLANCE, JUDE LAW, JULIET RYLANCE, ANDRÉ HOLLAND, EMILY WATSON, JOELY RICHARDSON

WORDS OF PEACE IS BEING HOSTED BY MARK RYLANCE. HE AND OTHER GUEST ACTORS INCLUDING JUDE LAW, JULIET RYLANCE AND ANDRÉ HOLLAND WILL BE SPEAKING GREAT DRAMATIC OR HISTORICAL WORDS OF PEACE, SPEECHES THAT HAVE INSPIRED CHANGE AND ACTION. THE PERFORMANCE WILL TAKE PLACE ON THE BEAUTIFUL INTIMATE STAGE OF THE SAM WANAMAKER PLAYHOUSE AT SHAKESPEARE’S GLOBE, LONDON AND WILL BE LIVE STREAMED TO THE WORLD VIA THE PEACE ONE DAY YOUTUBE CHANNEL AND THE GLOBE SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS.

WORDS OF PEACE IS DIRECTED BY MARK RYLANCE.
EVENING CELEBRATIONS

JOIN US FOR THIS INSPIRATIONAL AND THOUGHT-PROVOKING EVENT, CELEBRATING THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF PEACE ONE DAY, AND SUPPORT US TO TAKE THE MESSAGE OF PEACE DAY 21 SEPTEMBER TO THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD.
19.00–22.00

FEATURING IN OUR EVENING SHOW:

WELCOME
MARK RYLANCE
Actor and Peace One Day Ambassador.

FILM
INTRODUCTION TO PEACE ONE DAY

MUSIC PERFORMANCE
WILL YOUNG

SPEAKER
AHMAD FAWZI
United Nations Strategic Communication Expert and long-time supporter of Peace One Day.

DANCE FOR PEACE
JASMIN VARDIMON & HOFESH SHECHTER CO.
Choreographed by Emmy-nominated Jamie Neale.

SPEAKER
JUDE LAW
Actor and Peace One Day Ambassador.

MUSIC PERFORMANCE
EMELI SANDÉ

MUSIC PERFORMANCE
CITIZENS OF THE WORLD CHOIR
FEATURING IN OUR EVENING SHOW:

**SPEAKERS**

**PASTOR DR JAMES WUYE & DR IMAM MUHAMMAD NURAYN ASHAFA**
Triple honorary doctorates from Glasgow, Massachusetts and Kolkata Universities.

**SCILLA ELWORTHY**

**MARC MATHIEU**
Marketing Maven

**RT HON NADHIM ZAHAWI MP**
Minister for Business & Industry.

**DANIEL BINNS**
CEO Interbrand, New York.

**MUSIC PERFORMANCE**

**JACK SAVORETTI**

**SPEAKER**

**JEREMY GILLEY**
Actor, film maker & founder of Peace One Day. Show Producer.

**MUSIC PERFORMANCE**

**BASEMENT JAXX**

**HEADLINING PERFORMER**

**STING**
THANK YOU

WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES AND ORGANISATIONS FOR ALL THEIR SUPPORT IN HELPING TO BRING TO LIFE OUR 20TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION:

Peace One Day is delighted to team up with leading technology companies Signal AI, Social 360 and Digitalis who will, between them, measure the global online reach and impact of Peace Day 2019. The partnership between these pioneering companies, who are all experts in online monitoring, analysis and intelligence, will give us some ground-breaking insight into this year’s campaign.